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The Grizzly
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Wise men never sit and wail
their woes.
- William Shakespeare

October 28, 1996

The Student Newspaper of Ursin us College

Alice Parke'r Conducts College Choir

A Question on Diversity
"There's too many squirrels and
not enough acorns on this
campus."
--Matthew Burger, Sophomore

r!f!IIh'i~!m~
of The Grizzi
Alice Paker, an internationally
known composer and teacher, was
the guest conductor of the Ursinus
College Choir Saturday evening
in Bomberger Auditorium.
In the first half of the choral
program, the College Choir sang
Parker's score for "A Sermon from
the Mountain", written as a
tribute to Dr. Martin Luther King,
Jr. and commisioned in 1968,
shortly after Dr. King's death. The
score's sources were Biblical
verses appearing in Dr. King's
sermons, books and articles,
especially his Letter From
Birmingham Jail. Music played
an instrumental part in conveying
Dr. King's message of non-violent
protest. In his words, "We did not
hesitate to call our movement an
army ... It was an army that would
sing but not slay." "A Sermon
from the Mountain" featured four
vocal soloists and strings, guitar,
drum and organ accompanyment.
The Baritone soloist was Reginald
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Alice Parker, composer, conductor, and arranger
Pindell, and Dr. Joyce Henry,
professor of communications at
Ursinus, narrated each section of
the score.
The second half of the program
included hymn tunes, folk songs
and sprituals, all co-arranged by
Parker. The three folk songs were
performed by the Meistersingers,
a select singing group of Ursinus

students. Dr. John French,
professor of music and choir
director at Ursinus, conducted the
Meistersingers and the College
Choir in the second half, ending a
memorable tribute to the teachings
of Dr. Martin Luther King, Jr. and
to the musical talent of Alice
Parker.

In the News ...
m#irlin~ soldi.,s and local gumillas.
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Bosnian municipal elections were
postponed again, mainly because of
continued Serb resistance. The future of American troops and their
role in Bosnia is being analyzed.
The Pentagon has announced that
it will be notifying nearly 20,000
gulf war veterans that they may
have been exposed to nerve gas.

Jewish cemeteries are being desecrated in Argentina and the Argentine Jews are angered that the
government seems to be doing very
little to stop these assaults.
Last Sunday, Japan elected Prime
Minister Ryutaro Hashimoto who
is now trying to quickly get together a coalition government.

North Korea may be getting ready
California fire-fighters battled to test a missile that can reach as far
nearly half a dozen major blazes as Japan, causing added worry about
that ruined over 30,000 acres of tensions raging on the Korean Penforest in one of the most destructive insula.
fifes to hit California this century.
With the new welfare law being
More than 220,000 Hutu refu- implemented, states are now makgees have fled camps in Zaire to ing a difficult transition in deterretreat into the hills, trying to es- mining eligibility and issuing jobs
cape the fighting between Zairian instead of checks.

The Labor Department has concluded that fewer children appear to
be working overseas to make apparel being sold in the United States.
The reason given is that companies
fear the adverse publicity associated
with this type of behavior.
The American mediator to the
Mideast talks has decided to remain, after announcing he would be
leaving when he learned that
progress had been made on the issue
of Israeli troops in Hebron.

We never realized how popular
our column was until we began
receiving requests for questions
and topics. It was brought to our
attention that there will be a
Diversity Forum on Wednesday, October 30 from 12:30 to
I :20. The Diversity Committee asked us to focus our
question on what diversity
issue is most prevalent for
students. Considering how
intellectually stimulating our
column usually is, we were a
bit hesitant to take on this
task. However, not afraid to
step out of our comfort zone,
we decided to ask our fellow
students to do the same. And
the result was ...
"This campus is not integrated
at all. All the black students
stay together, the Greeks stay
together, people in Musser
stay together. The campus
may be diverse but since no
one mixes it takes away from
real diversity."
--Cathy Lauber, Senior
"My biggest problem is whether
to get Natural Light or Natty
Light Ice."
--Patrick McKenna, Sophomore
"People need a better understanding of other cultures and sometimes people get offended because
they don't understand each
other."
--Rita McDonald, Freshman

"I went to an all-white, all-boys
high school and I don't see any
A Judge in Spain opened a crimi- problems with diversity on
nal investigation regarding the tor- campus."
--Robert Esposito, Freshman
ture, disappearance, and killing of
Spanish citizens in Argentina from
"It's not the college that has a
1976-1983, years of military rule.
problem with diversity. People
(Information taken from The New just need to be more humane to
each other."
York Times)
--Saramati Jayaraman, Freshman

"If people realize that there
actually is a real world outside of
Ursinus, they might actually be
diverse."
,
--Sean Campbell, Senior
" We need more diversity
events. No matter how hard
we try , S.A.S.A. and S.U.N.
can' t get any Caucasians to
V come to events. People just
I don 't care enough to come.
They should, though. How
N often
do people get a chance to
G experience different cultures
for free? People would have to
go abroad to experience some
R of the things we do at our
E events. All people have to do
p is take the time to broaden
their horizons. We ' re giving
you a free ticket to diversity."
--Sonia Dayal, Junior and
R
President of S.A.S.A., the
T South-East Asian Student
E Association
R "I agree with Sonia and the
same problems occur with
Musser events. No one outside of
Musser attends."
--Sharon Keppley, Junior

R
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"Bald people are segregated and
discriminated against on the basis
of their lumpy craniums."
--Ryan Billheimer, Junior
Roving Reporter, ctd. from

Ctd pg. 3 --Roving Reporter
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Nothing to do? Try this ...
t!DlhMCM§§!,
of The Grizzly

Monday, October 28
7:00 a.m.
Step Aerobics in Helfferich 201
4:30 p.m.
Step Aerobics in Helfferich 201
5:00
Japanese Table in the Faculty/Staff Dining Room
6:00
French Movie: "Gazon Maudit" in Wismer Lower
Lounge
Tuesday, October 29
7:00 a.m.
Step Aerobics in Helfferich 20 I
3:00
Women's Soccer at. Gettysburg
3:00
Field Hockey vs. Rutgers
4:00
"Tuesdays at 4" Resume Workshop in
Bomberger 209
Step Aerobics in Helfferich 201
4:30
6:00
CAB and "Search for the Stars Audition" in Wismer
Parents' Lounge
9:30
Ursinus Christian Fellowship in Wismer Parents'
Lounge
Wednesday, October 30
7:00 a.m.
Step Aerobics in Helfferich 201
10:10
Predicted Race in Helfferich Hall
11:11
Predicted Race in Helfferich Hall
12:00 p.m.
German Table in Faculty/Staff Dining
12:12
Predicted Race in Helfferich Hall
12:30
Diversity Forum in Bomberger Auditorium
Men's Soccer vs. Swarthmore
4:00
4:30
Step Aerobics in Helfferich 201
Movie "Othello" in Wismer Lower Lounge
5:00
Spanish Table in the Faculty/Staff Dining Room
5:15
6:00
SUN in Wismer Parents' Lounge
7:00
Haines-Barnard Pre-Legal Society in Olin 104
7:00
Trick-or-Treating in BPS
9:00
H.alloween Video Dance Party in Wismer Lower Lounge
Literary Society in Zwingli's Java Trench
10:00
Thursday, October 31
7:00 a.m.
Step Aerobics in Helfferich 201
9:30
DoughnutlBagel Hour in Wismer Parents' Lounge
12:12 p.m.
Predicted Race in Helfferich Hall
1:00
Ursinus Christian Fellowship in W.P.L.
3:00
Career Services Halloween Open House in
Bomberger 121
4:30
Step Aerobics in Helfferich 201
Friday, November 1
PAYDAY
Step Aerobics in Helfferich 201
7:00 ~.m.
Organization of Commuting Students in
12:00 p.m.
Commuter Lounge
6:00
Opening Reception "On the Surface: Landscape
Photography by Joan Z. Rough" in Berman
Ursinus Christian Fellowship in Wismer Parent's
7:00
Lounge
Saturday, November 2
11 :00 a.m.
Field Hockey vs. Colgate
Football vs. Muhlenberg
I :00 p.m.
3:00
Men's Soccer at Western Maryland
6:00
Movie "Waiting to Exhale" in Wismer Lower Lounge

Sunday November 3
3:30 p.m.
Mass in Bomberger Auditorium

October 28, 1996
'There is a time in our lives when we must firmly
choose the course we will follow. Otherwise the
endless drift of events will make that decision for us.'
-HV Prochnov

STudENT FORUM ON

DiVERSiTy
WHEN: WEdNESdAY,
OCTobER ~OTH fROM

12:~O-1:20 p.M.

If you'v~ n~v~r b~~n to a ucr
gath~ring, thi~ is your chanc~!

WHERE: BOMbERqER
AudiTORiuM
SOME SAMplE discus-

ucr invit~~ on~ &: all to an .....

SiON TOpics:
WHAT is THE MOST

c;Op~n 1ious~'

iMPORTANT iSSUE CONCERNiNq diVERSiTY ON

(foltow{ld by a 1iayrid{l)

CAMpUS?
Do you THiNk THERE
is ANy RACiAl TENSioN
ON CAMpUS?
HAVE you WiTNESSEd
SEXUAl diSCRiMiNATioN
AT URsiNUS?
If you HAVE ANYTHiNq
TO SAY AbOUT THESE
qusETioNS THEN COME
TO THE STudENT FORUM
ON diVERSiTY.

&pon&or~d by Ur&inu& Ghri&tian f~llow&hip

Security
Flash
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The Grizzly
Editor in ChleC

The State Senate Judiciary
committee unanimously approved
last week that the act of secretly
slipping a drug to another person
would become a felony, punishable with up to ten years in
prison. The bill will now go to
the full Senate, which may
declare the act a second-degree
felony, punishable not only with
jail time, but with a $25,000 fme.
The measure includes the use of a
wide range of intoxicating substances but focuses on Rohypnol,
an illegal sedative said to be ten
times more powerful than Valium,
capable of making a person lose
consciousness within thirty minutes and awaken with no memory of
an assault or robbery. The drug,
dubbed the "date-rape pill," is sold
for about $5 dollars on the street, is
odorless and tasteless, and can be
easily slipped into drinks or food.
Rohypnol has been implicated in
over 2400 criminal cases across the
country, including five recent daterape allegations at Penn State University and Lebanon Cty. College.

Jared Rakes
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Photo Editor
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What About Diversity?
Roving Reporter, ctd. from
page one

October Career Services Events
no one is together."
--Mike Huffman, Junior

"There is too much stereotyping
on this campus and too many
misconceptions that Greeks and
non-Greeks have about each
other."
--Roes Ressner, Senior

... quite frightening. The
responses we received mostly
dealt with race. There was no
mention of issues involving
sexuality (hetero, homo, or
bisexuality), gender (male/
female), religion (Catholic,
"This school doesn't want
Protestant, Jewish, agnostic,
diversity, not students or adminis- athiest) or socio-economic
tration. They try to sugar-coat
status (class and money). Are
the problem that there is not
we spelling things out for you?
enough diversity but really do
Yes. We found this necessary
nothing. There are no individuals in our quest for intelligible
on this campus, everyone stays
answers on a campus where
with their own clique."
most people are either ignorant
--Clifton Richie, Sophomore
and naive to the problems or are
so uncomfortable with them that
"I feel that fat people need love
they need to make jokes. It
too."
seems that the only people who
--Anthony Ciarello, Freshman
took this question seriously
were those who had thought
"I don't think there's a problem
about it before we asked them.
with diversity but I fmd it
The fact that the intellectual
interesting that all the black
minds of tomorrow (me, you,
people always sit together."
that frat boy, that girl from
--Erin Kelly, Freshman
Musser, etc.) are concerned only
with their own issues bothered us.
"Ursinus needs to recruit more
There are many social barriers at
minority students and give them
Ursinus that are overlooked.
more incentives to come to
Perhaps soon we will begin to
Ursinus."
truly make an effort to address
--Laurie Falcone, Senior
not only these issues but how our
fellow Ursinians might feel. The
"There's no inner diversity.
Roving Reporter welcomes new
People stay with their own
answers to any of our previous
groups. There's black and white, questions or ideas for new topics.
E-mail us at yoda:ergambeski or
yoda:padaley.

Write/or the Grizzly!
The Grizzly is always looking for people to write
on news, events, opinions, and sports.

CLASSIFIEDS

NATIONAL PARKS
HIRING
Positions are now available at National Parks, Forests, Wildlife Preserves. Excellent benefits and bonuses!
Call 1-206-971-3620 ext.
N69081

EMPLOYMENT
Earn up to $25-$45/hour
teaching basic conversational English in Japan,
Taiwan, or S. Korea. No
teaching background or
Asian languages required. For info. call
(206) 971-3570 ext.
J69081

BABYSITTER
Babysitter needed for one
year old. Occasional
weekday evenings and

Tuesday, October 29 at 4:00 pm in Bomberger 209 will be the 2nd "Tuesday at
4" workshop. This workshop is entitled "It's Your Advertisement: The Resume".
Learn what to put on your resume, how to say it, and how to make it look good.
(Sponsored by Career Services).
A representative from the JET program will be on campus Tuesday, October
29th at 6:30 pm in Olin 104 to discuss the Japan Exchange and Teaching Program. JET seeks to help enhance internationalization in Japan by promoting
mutual understanding between Japan and 15 other countries, including the USA.
Participants are placed mainly in public schools or local boards of education in
Japan. You must be under the age of 35, and must hold at least a Bachelor's
degree or obtain one by June, 1997. Must have excellent command of English.
You also must be available to live in Japan for one year. Application deadline is
in early December.
On Tuesday, October 31st the Career Services Office will have it's 2nd annual
HALLOWEEN OPEN HOUSE from 3:00 to 5:00 pm. If you've never been to
Career Services, this is a wonderful opportunity to get to know us! Free tours of
the career resources library will be available upon request. WE WILL ALSO
HAVE FREE HOME-BAKED GOODIES!! Be sure to come visit us (whether
you've been here before or not!) in Bomberger 121. We dare you to come in
costume! (Sponsored by Career Services)

New Curriculum for Comm. Arts

~
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This year the Ursinus Department of Communication Arts has
made many important changes in
its curriculum. The first change
is the name of the department.
The Communication Arts
Department is now called the
"Department of Communication
Studies and Theatre."
Secondly, the areas of study in
the communications curriculum
will be more integrated. The
three major areas of study are

occasional Saturday daytime hrs. References and
transportation required.
489-4403

SERVICES
AVAILABLE
TYPIST
For all your typing needs
call Alice, college vicinity.
Special student rates. 4549818

interpersonal/organizational
communication, mass media, and
theatre arts. The new curriculum
will focus on integrating these
areas of study instead of focusing
on them individually. It will also
require that majors select a minor
in another field of study so as to
broaden the student's knowledge.
The new curriculum will offer an
integrative approach to both
theory and practice, while also
allowing students to get their feet
wet in both quantitative and
qualitative research methods.
Through these changes in the

curriculum, the department will
also provide a stronger foundation
for those students who show
interest in attending graduate
school.
The department of communications arts is located in the Ritter
Center, which is found between
Helfferich and the College Book
Store. The chairperson of the
department is Dr. Jay Miller. The
department should be of particular interest to those students
interested in business, law,
politics, human relations, and
education.

Earn MONEY and
FREE TRIPS!!
Absolute Best SPRING
BREAK Packages Available!! INDIVIDUALS,
student ORGANIZATIONS, or small GROUPS
wanted!!
Call INTER-CAMPUS
PROGRAMS at 1-800327-6013
or http://www.icpt.com

Roommate wanted to share
roomy townhouse in
Schwenksville.
Nonsmoker, not allergic to pets
a must. Furnishings provided as needed, as well as
laundry and kitchen
priveleges. Share rent &
utilities. References requested. Call (610) 2878440

Want to run a Classified? Call Denelle at 3328

Dct.ber 28, 1996

More On The Gun Control Debate
To the Editor:
debate is very much a political
issue: those for ~ government
In the September 23, 1996
(Democrats?) versus those for ~
issue, Mr. Sean Campbell
government (Republicans?). And
("Opinions: Are Guns Necesas any political science major
sary?") opens with " .. .there no
(Mr. Campbell?) knows, those
longer seems to be any reason to
two postures will also last until
allow guns to remain legal." I
the end of our democracy.
suggest that Mr. Campbell has
Therefore, if the gun control
been drawn into the maelstrom of
issue is founded substantially in
the gun control debate, from
which there is no reasonable hope political perspective, how can the
of escape, because that debate will gun control issue have a "right"
never subside and will never be
answer. Gun control will be a
matter of perspective, not right
resolved. While his intent is
and wrong. And stating one' s
noble (to protect human life) Mr.
opinion about gun control may be
Campbell's conclusion is not
less than an ethical statement, and
overpowering, but rather just one
more of a political one.
more voice on one of the two
But even further than a simple
sides in the gun control issue.
political perspective, Mr.
I suggest that Mr. Campbell
Campbell could perhaps have
could have gone to the heart of
the issue, and thus precinded from noted that one's political perspective is rooted in one' s view of the
the conclusion he reached. That
is, an analysis by Mr. Campbell of world, one' s view of human
nature. Is human nature essenthe "nature" of the gun control
tially good? And should it be
issue might shed understanding
allowed its freedom? (Republiabout the nature of the two sided
can?) Or is human nature
argument and lead to enlightenessentially bad? And must it be
ment, versus an oft-stated
conclusion which will be opposed controlled for the good of the "res
publica?" (Democrat?)
and debated until the end of our
Is human nature such that
democracy. At the heart of the
society (through government)
issue? That the gun control

must protect its citizens by
multitudinous rules (banning
guns?), or is human nature such
that each citizen's rights are so
important that the occurrence of
"unacceptable" behavior by a few
(the Penn State case in point: a
young lady shooting fellow
students) is unhappily tolerated to
assure that each citizen's rights
are not usurped by the government?
Perhaps of additional interest
would have been an analysis by
Mr. Campbell on "technology"
and citizens' rights (it would have
been difficult to shoot someone
until gunpowder and the gun were
invented). I wonder if there were
debates centuries ago about
banning knives and rocks, since
knives and rocks were probably
used to kill people. What role has
technology played in leveraging
human nature (as suggested
above, viewed as essentially good
or bad) into more bold and violent
actions. Should government ban
the products of technology? (A
recent court decision about the
content of the Internet is one
answer.)
Or perhaps Mr. Campbell might

Letters from Ireland
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Hello, \his is your foreign
correspondent, Caroline Kurtz,
reporting to you, not really live,
from the wilds of Ireland!
As you may remember from my
last article I said that I was going
to discuss Tanks. By that I was
referring to the problems, or "The
Troubles" as they are known
there, of Northern Ireland. I had
planned to make a trip to the
Northern capital of Belfast, but as
my luck has shown, time and time
again, I couldn' t make it. The
people I was going to go with all
came down with food poisoning,
and no one else wanted to go. I
would have gone alone, but it just
wouldn' t have been the same. Oh
well, next time.
So instead, I will discuss the
college system here at the
University College Cork (VCC)

and how it relates to Ursinus, or
really doesn't relate. Since
August 28th, I have been enrolled
at UCC in the Irish Studies
program. I know, you guys think
big deal, we've been back at
Ursinus for longer than that.
Well, the big deal is that school
didn' t technically begin here until
October 7th. I did not, however,
waste my time for a month. I was
in a class of 50 Americans,
learning about past Celtic civilizations.
On October 7th, I began my
fIrst day of classes by running
across campus attempting to fmd
time tables, so I could fmd out if
the class I needed was being
offered, where it was, and what
time it started. Then I had to go
to the class and hope there was
enough room in it for me to sit
down. I was not registered for
any classes. I just went to them.
If this scenario sounds messed up,

guess what, it is. But you get used
to it, just like everything else.
Well, since I was one of the
lucky few who got to come early,
I also get to leave early. By that, I
mean that before the term is even
over I get to go home. This
means that I have to write all of
my essays early and take all of my
exams early. Sounds like fun,
doesn't it? But I don't mind. As
it turns out, if you do everything
early, teachers are more inclined
to help you out. So, I think that I
have it pretty good.
Well, I have to go. I have a
party to attend for our Archeology
class. It is supposed to be brilliant
and great crack (no, not drugs,
FUN!). Talk to you all soon.
Thanks to those who have
written to me. And just for the
record, Scrumpy Jack is still
better! Keep those letters coming.
I need gossip! (My email once
again is C.Kurtz@student.ucc.ie.)

have found it useful to analyze the
impact that our instantaneous
mass media (technology?) has had
on citizens' perceptions of the
frequency and magnitude of cases
like the Penn State shooting. Are
there more " violent" incidents
today, ON A PER CAPITA
BASIS, than 70 years ago? Or
just more highlighting of incidents
by the news media? (And Mr.
Campbell, is the media objective?
Or do they also have unexpressed
views of human nature: left
leaning or right leaning?)
Essentially Mr. Campbell might
have written short piece on the
non-religious origin of this "good
human naturelbad human nature"
perspective. But since names like
Hobbes, Locke, and Rousseau
might have popped up, the article
might have sounded like a college
term paper, and perhaps analyzing
history did not appear as attractive
as expressing an opinion.
Finally Mr. Campbell noted that
"Questions like (what the girl who
fIred the gun was thinking) are
better left to the philosophers and
psychologists ... " If you want
mechanistic answers, the psychologist can provide those. But

if Mr. Campbell wants UNDERSTANDING, which is the point of
this letter, then yes, a philosopher
can provide that kind of answer.
My suggestion to Mr. Campbell
is that rather than enter the gun
debate maelstrom (never to be
concluded or resolved, because it
stems from one's view of human
nature), a few words that give his
fellow students youthful WISDOM, an understandin~ ABOUT
THE GUN CONTROL DEBATE
AND WHY IT WILL NEVER BE
RESOLVED, might be more
useful to his fellow academics at
Ursinus and indicative of Mr.
Campbell's intellectual development, rather than simply expressing an (although sincere) oftrepeated and inconclusive
conclusion.
Of course, if a TRUE solution
were desired, the only effective
option (as Mr. Campbell knows
because of long discussions with
this writer), is to put in place a
philosopher-king.
--William F. Campbell
Father of Sean Campbell
and a former student of
philosophy

University of Pennsylvania
Anthropologist to speak on
Maya and Aztecs
"We need to recognize that the
Maya and Aztec are just as much
ancestral to American culture as
are the Egyptians and the Greeks,"
according to Dr. Christopher Jones,
of the University of Pennsylvania
Museum. Jones, who has spent
over thirty years studying the history and culture of Mesoamerican
civilizations, will be arguing his
case to students and instructors at
Ursinus College's History of Traditional Civilizations course, on
Monday, November 4th, at 6:30
p.m., in Olin Auditorium. His talk,
entitled "American Civilizations in
World History," is presented by
the Department of History and the
Ursinus Arts and Lecture Committee, and will be open to the
entire campus community as well
as to the public.

Dr. Jones graduated from Harvard University in 1959, and received his M. A. and PhD. in anthropology from the University of
Pennsylvania. He has extensive
fIeld experience at Mayan sites at
Tikal and Quirigua and has served
as director of the University'S
Quirigua research project. He has
been the recipient of a Fulbright
Fellowship and numerous other
research grants from the National
Endowment for the Arts and other
foundations. He has authored three
books and many articles on Mayan
hieroglyphs, architecture and society. He has also worked as a consultant to the government of Guatemala for the conservation offikal
and other Mayan sites, and to PBS
and the National Geographic society as a television program consultant.

Ictlber 28,1996

The Debates of Nothingness

A week ago Wednesday, the
last Presidential debate took place
between Bob Dole and President
Clinton. It ended a series of three
debates held between the" Republicans and the Democrats. These
debates are the tool that the
candidates use to fme tune their
messages and to try to persuade
some of the independent voters to
vote for their party.
The outcome of these debates
seemed to show Bill Clinton
winning on both nights that he
and Bob Dole debated, and Al
Gore winning his debate with
Jack Kemp. The debates showed
the datedness of Dole's ideas and
his age when he began to falter at
the end of the second debate. It
also showed that the Democrats
have an idea for the future; what
that idea is though, we have yet to
be told.
These debates were very dry
and boring, rehashing what had
already been rehashed. They did
nothing to educate or persuade the

people of the United States--with
the possible exception of persuading people to stay home Nov. 5.
It seems that these days candidates don't want to be tied down
to an issue. That is, they don't
want to have to explain their
stance on an issue for fear that it
will be used against them by their
opponent. Candidates talk about
issues like crime, cutting taxes,
and other issues that both sides
can bring up, because they do not
involve ideology (everyone is for
preventing crime and lowering
taxes). If an issue such as
abortion or gun control were
discussed, ideology would be
involved and one candidate would
lose. Candidates will not let that
happen.
So what are we, the every day
voting citizen to do? We want
real issues to be discussed and we
want real solutions to be effected
by those that we elect. So don't
stay home because you feel that
your vote will make no difference.
Go out and vote and tell them that
you want real issues and real
solutions to the problems we face.

How Open Are You?
Just how open are you? Be honest with yourself. Do any of the
words homosexual, alcohol, controversy, responsibility, AIDS, sex,
liberalism, conservatism, or racism
raise a hair on your body or make
you cringe? Do you care enough to
believe in something? Do you believe in it enough to have your name
associated with it?
I am writing this in response to
many observations and comments
made on campus. A student studying abroad sarcastically mentions
alcohol and Ursinus College in the
same sentence, and a bunch of
people, even some faculty get
frazzled. "Let's not ruin the Ursinus
image." they say. Who are you
trying to kid? Like it or not, you're
too late. We are known as a big
party school, and "drunk" is an accurate word for describing a majority of the campus on a Friday or
Saturday night. So those of you
who don't drink don't like being

associated with the word drunk.
Change it. Do something constructive that redirects people's attention. This is a small school; you
have more power than you think.
Don't complain to your friends, do
something that makes a difference.
So you don't like some of the
articles printed in "your" school
newspaper? Submit your own! If
you don't like what you read,
toughen up, it gets worse! Does it
hurt anyone of us to be exposed to
something stimulating, or something
we don't like? Does the discussion
of homosexuality tum your stomach? Perhaps some enlightenment
would be good for you then. Just
because you don't agree doesn't
make you exempt from being informed. Ignorance of subject matter is not a valid excuse. The excuse
"Well, Ijust don't think it's appropriate," doesn't fly well either.
We're in college. We're here to
learn. Sometimes learning involves

being wrong, being offended, and
having our eyes opened from the
sheltered lives we have lived.
So how open are you? What
about stereotypes? Do you assume
all com. arts students should have a
4.0 because it's an "easy" major?
Do you think all English majors are
freaks? Do you think all bio majors
are a bunch of geeks and lab rats in
a big rat race? What do you really
know and what do you simply accept as a truth?
Stop sitting around complaining
and do something. Don't accept
everything you hear as true, fmd out
for yourself. Most importantly, listen to what people have to say.
Exercise a little control over yourself and try to see their point of
view; you don't have to agree, but
you don't have to throw a fit either.
Be open! If everyone listened as
much as they talked perhaps we'd
all be happier.

THE I.4TEn FROJ4 ZAeR'l
Mon. 10/28-Thurs. 10/3l-Goosebumps WeekCollect cool Goosebumps stuffl!
Tues. 10/29-32oz. Pepsi Cups only 95 cents!
Wed. 10.l30-Find the Pumpkin and get 10%
off your purchase!
Thurs. 10/3l-Free Candy and other treats for
those in costumes!
Fri. llll-Founder's Day--Vrsinus Trivia--Win
free free food for
knowing stuff about V.C.

Alot ofcampus rapes start here.
Whenever there's drinkin!! or dru!!s. thin!!s can !!et out of hand.
So it's no surprise that many campus rapes involve alcohol.
But you should know that under any circumstances. sex without
the other person's consent IS considered rape. A felony. punishable
by prison. And drinking IS no excuse.
That's why. when you party. it's good to know what your limits are.
You see. a little sobering thought now can save you from a big
problem later.
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How many of you have been
following the campaign? And
how many of you are going to
vote for Clinton? According to
the polls, most of you will. I am
one of many who won' t. I will be
voting for Dole. For those of you
who cannot understand why, let
me tell you how I see th is campaign.
To me, one of the most important issues surrounding a political
campaign is the character of ALL
the candidates. I know many of
you are sick of hearing about
Clinton' s character. But I am
tired of hearing people remember
every negative thing Dole ever
said or did but not any of the
negative things Clinton has done .
For instance, there are many
Clinton supporters who feel that
Whitewater should have no
significance in Clinton's political
campaign. Great! Their reason:
it happened over twenty years
ago, therefore it is insignificant.
What a shame to make a president
have to deal with something that
happened that long ago. Well,
why do we have to keep hearing
Clinton talk about Dole and how
he voted against Medicare in the
' 60s? That was thirty years ago,

but somehow that is relevant?!
Before I go on, I would like to
say that I agree with many that
Dole might not have been the best
Republican candidate. Personally,
I would have liked to see Colin
Powell somewhere on the
Republican ticket. But that is not
going to happen this year. In any
case, I feel that the reasons I have
heard for why people are voting
for Clinton do not illustrate
competence and intell igence.
So you probably want to know
why I feel Dole should be
President. First and foremost, I do
not think that he is making any
empty promises. But ifhe is, that
is nothing new. So has every
other presidential candidate,
including Clinton. So if both
candidates are doing it, what
makes Dole better than Clinton?
Well, the fact that Clinton is an
incumbent plays against him in
this role. I don' t know why, but
Dole has not once played the
same commercial Clinton played.
I am sure we can remember
Clinton' s negative ad against
Bush on "NO NEW TAXES" and
how Bush didn 't keep his promise. Amazingly, Clinton did the
same thing. Why is it okay for
him? They both faced the same
circumstances. Actually, Clinton
could have kept his promise more
easily because he had a demo-

cratic Congress when he ftrst
entered office. But no one cares
about that.
Instead, people are noticing the
color of Dole's hair instead of
focusing on the issues at hand.
What do I mean by that? Well, I
know the person did not mean it
the way it was said, but it has
been mentioned that at the second
debate, Dole looked like he had
colored his hair. " It looked less
gray than normal," said one
~' ...peo ple

are n oticing the color o f
Dole's hair instead o f
focusing on the
issues at hand."
person. Okay, let's face the fact
that Dole is older than Clinton.
So? I can understand it was just
an observation, but my question is
then, why is Clinton, who is 23
years younger than Dole, more
gray than Dole?
Another outrageous concern
that people seem to have is that,
since Dole is so "ancient" his
health is not good. My question is
then, why do people seem to
forget all the health problems
Clinton has had? Doesn't anyone
remember all the McDonald ' s
jokes for the ftrst two years? Are
you saying this has no relevance

to the campaign? You're right, it
doesn't. But if people are going
to bring up questions like this
about Dole, then Clinton should
not be exempt just because he is
President. I mentioned this health
fact to one of my professor's and I
got the reaction "Well, at least
Clinton made his health record
public! " Yippee!!!! If it is such a
big concern of everyone about
Dole, ASK him to make his health
records pUblic. The solution is
really, if we don't want "old"
people to run for President, make
a law that says no one over
whatever age can run for president. We have a minimum age
requirement, why not make a
maximum age requirement?
The way I see it, Republicans, if
Clinton continues on the path he
is on, will make out no matter
who gets into office because
Clinton has dramatically changed
into a Republican. If you are
unsure of this, look up all the
"wonderful" laws and actions he
has passed and then find their
origin. Almost every thing he has
done was originally proposed by a
Republican. But give him the
credit, I mean , heck, doesn 't he
deserve it? (no! )
Overall, this campaign upsets
me. People are not following the
issues. It was decided long ago
that Clinton was going to be re-

elected and people are settling for
that. More people at this school
complain about how terrible
welfare is and yet they don't mind
getting all the grant and loan
money they want. Wake up
people! If you want your money,
which is part of the ENTIRE
welfare budget, you have to have
your taxes raised. If you don 't
want your taxes raised, then you
have to cut programs. And,
Clinton is saying neither of these
need to be done. Something is
wrong there.
The purpose of this article is not
to persuade any of you to vote for
Dole. You need to vote for
whomever you think will make
this country better, and I agree
that Clinton has done a fa irly
decent job in the last few months
trying to impress the public. But
I do not feel that someone who
cannot be honest on non-political
matters is going to make my
future any better. I want to be
able to retire when I am sixty-five
and receive my social security
benefits too. I do not want to be
paying an extravagant amount of
taxes to pay for things from which
I will never benefit. In the
upcoming election, vote for who
you can honestly say wants to
make a better future for ALL
Americans. Remember, your vote
is your voice.

I'lll Voting For Dennis Miller

Another election has come. We
have all sorts of views and
opinions. Now it is time to hear
the right ones. Folks, I have to
admit that I' m not really impressed with the choices this year.
For the Democrats we have our
President (William Jefferson
Clinton for those of you in
Reimert). The Republican
candidate is former Senator Bob
"we're not in Kansas anymore"
Dole. And of course everyone's
favorite paranoid, H. Ross Perot,
is once again running.

If! didn't feel a civic duty to
vote, I wouldn't. I don't really
want any of these guys to be
President. However, I plan on
voting for Bob Dole because he is
the candidate I most closely
associate myself with. Personally,
I would rather have Dan Quayle
running. I know that to many of
you, Quayle brings up memories
of"potatoe" and other comic
things Quayle did as vicepresident. However, Quayle
exhibits the qualities that I look
for in a president. First, loyalty.
Quayle is very loyal to the United
States, and he also was very loyal
as vice-president. Second, he
stands up for what he believes in.

I admire that in a person. Even if
I disagree with a person, I will
admire that person taking a stand
for what he or she believes.
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Third, he can laugh at himself. If
you have seen the Comedy
Central commercial with him· in it,
you know what I'm talking about.
For those of you that haven't,
Quayle talks about how the

sketches on Saturday Night Live
about him were pretty funny, and
at the end he jokes about how he
hopes Murphy Brown isn't doing
a spot. I'm sure when you read
Dan Quayle many of you thought
of the infamous Murphy Brown
incident. Many people ridiculed
Quayle for a ten-second sound
bite taken out of context. Then.
months later, the Atlantic Monthly
printed an article entitled "Dan
Quayle was Right." People,
Quayle is not really as bad as he
was portrayed.
But, Quayle isn't running. So,
I'll vote for Bob Dole. Why?
Well, he is loyal, he stands up for
what he believes in, and he is not

Bill Clinton. At least with Bob
Dole, you know what you are
getting. With Bill Clinton you
may be getting Bob Dole or Jesse
Jackson or Ronald Reagan or Bob
Packwood. Seriously, this guy
waffles more than the Internationa I House of Pancakes. When
will we see the real Bill Clinton?
Probably right after the election,
we will get to meet him again. At
that point he won't have to worry
about re-election, so he can do
what he wants and not necessarily
what the country wants.
Bill Clinton is the wrong choice
for America, and he would make
an even worse "lame duck".
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Hiding his sandy-blond hair
under a baseball hat, this 5-foot9-inch, medium-build man can
blend into the student body quite
readily; however, he is a key
member of the administration.
Karl Yergey, 30, joined the
Residence Life staff in early
August as a Resident Director, a
newly created position at
Ursinus College.
As a resident dirpctor, Yergey
is responsible for myriad
residence life tasks. Specifically, he directs the resident
assistants and house coordinators of the upper houses and the
specialty houses on campus.
The upper houses are located
from Olevian Hall towards
Trappe, and the seven specialty
houses are scattered along Main
Street and provide a variety of
campus programs. He is responsible for helping promote a sense
of community, serving as a
sounding board for studentinitiated programming, and

overseeing
the implementation of
student life
policies.
Also,
Yergey heads the new damage
committee, which was created to
help assess residence hall
damage on a monthly basis.
Yergey explained that the
monthly assessments were
created to make students more
accountable for their actions,
and hopefully more responsible
in their living areas.
A graduate and former
resident assistant at Franklin
and Marshall College, Yergey is
not completely new to the realm
of student affairs.
"I prefer one-on-one interaction, rather than the one-versus55 scenario of my graduate
teaching," Yergey said.
One-on-one and small group
meetings are a large part of
Yergey'sjob. As a resident
director, he meets with his
area's resident assistants both in
groups and individually, and he
conducts meetings with the

doctorate in
American
history at
West
Virginia
University.
His dissertation is entitled
" Blood, Mosquitoes, and Black
Vomit: Yellow Fever Epidemics
in Baltimore, 1794 to 1819."
Prior to his employment at
Ursinus, Yergey worked as a
graduate teaching assistant at
West Virginia University while
he worked on his dissertation.
"At West Virginia you are only
guaranteed three years of funding.
I exhausted my three years of
funding and passed the required
exams, so I had to look for a new
job," Yergey says.
After an extensive job search,
Yergey accepted the position at
Ursinus. ''I'm a people person,
and I wanted to stay around
people," Verge)' said "I've
enjoyed the experience of meeting
new people," he said of his first
few months on the job.
"I'm exploring what direction
I want to go with my career,
whether it be student affairs or
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Resident DirectorI Karl Yergey
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house coordinators of the specialty
houses on campus.
On a more academic level,
Yergey assists with two freshman
liberal studies courses. Both
courses are focused on Exercise
and Sports Science topics, and are
taught by Randy Davidson and Del
Engstrom. Their topics are
"Winning At All Costs," and
"Sport: A Critical Perspective,"
respectively.
Considering Yergey's historic
background, it is no surprise that
he says, "I hope to become
involved in the history department."
Yergey has studied different
areas of history since his undergraduate work at Franklin and
Marshall. He graduated in 1988
with a bachelor's degree in history,
and then in 1990 received his
master's degree in European
history from Boston College.
Yergey is a candidate for a

teaching," Yergey said.
Yergey's contract requires that
he live on campus, commonly
called "living in," which keeps
him in constant contact with the
students.
"You see students from a
different perspective in a 'living
in' situation, instead of only from
behind the podium."
The position also allows
Yergey the time he needs to work
on his dissertation. "My dissertation has to be completed by
December of 1999. All 500
pages," said Yergey. "My
contract is for 10 months, but I'm
hoping to be here for the next
three years."
In addition to his three years of
graduate teaching, Yergey
worked as a social studies teacher
for three years at Pope John the
23rd Catholic High School in
Sparta, N.J.
When he is not in one of his
many meetings, Yergey enjoys
playing golf and watching
television. "I like living in 732,
but I can't wait for the house to
get hooked up to cable," Yergey
said.

Frightening Films
ghosts, the wife and mistress of
The time has come for witches
the former owner, haunting them.
and warlocks to fly through the
air. When goblins, gargoyles, and When Stella (Gail Russel), the
daughter of the former owner,
ghosts terrorize your neighborshows up the spirits of the house
hood. And the time when I can
begin their
bring you
mayhem. But
some of
which ghost is
Hollywoods
intent on
greatest or
malevolent
worst fright
deeds? The
films.
suspense and
These
comedy in this
movies will
film makes it
either thrill
a must see.
and chill
Now on
you, or just
with the true
leave you
entertainment.
numb.
Flying
Some of the
Discman
most noted
From Mars.
fright films
Doesn't that
in Hollywood became known as Ballyhoo, just send chills down your spine.
This film is one of the many
or the B-movies. I'm sure all of
you need no explanation from me. serials that Republic made during
the 1950s. Originally seen in
We all remember those immortal
episodes, half-hour segments,
titIes--The Blob and Invaders
AMC usually shows them on
from Mars. True classics.
Saturday morning. The plot is
However, before I thrill you with
a genuine ballyhoo, let's look at a repetitive: Martians are intent on
invading and conquering the
movie with a moving spirit or
earth and some average Joe comes
two.
Rick (Ray Milland) and Pamela along to stop them. However, it's
interesting to see the fist-fights,
P~erald (Ruth Hussey) are
brother and sister in the suspense- high speed car chases, and
tid The Uninvited. These two buy special effects of this movie era.
W"mwood House and discover two And they say television is violent.

What the Senior Class Officers Have Been Up To:
-Gave President Strassburger and the Board of Directors a list of speakers
for graduation
-Discussed having a "97 Days 'Till Graduation" party
-Helped out with the Chi Rho Psi Kickball Tournament
-Planned the senior Halloween party at Birchwood for Halloween night
-Did a "loose change drive" to raise money
-In the process of coming up with a senior class gift to be presented to the
college. If there are any suggestions, please e-mail to Roressner!
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What's Up In Wellness
A Flu Season Survival Guide

~!I!tIWifM~

by protecting a large amount of
people within a small community.
0f The Grizzly
Each outbreak is caused by a
virus slightly different from the
earlier ones. Cold weather does
Once again, it is almost that
not directly cause influenza, as
time of year when the days get
many people believe. However,
shorter and the weather gets
influenza outbreaks do occur most
colder. Winter is quickly
frequently in the winter because
approaching, and with the winter
they are possibly related to the
comes flu season! Influenza is an
crowding of people indoors in
infectious disease that hits most
cold weather. Consequently, the
of us at one time or another.
disease spreads easily from
Common symptoms of influenza
person to person confmed within
include chills, fever, aches, and
weakness. The symptoms usually a small space. That is why it is
important to have the flu shot.
last about one week, but the
The goal is to have the largest
patient's resistance may be
lowered by the flu , thus secondary amount of people immunized as
possible so that the disease is not
infections like bacterial pneumoas likely to spread.
nia may follow .
Another issue of concern from
The flu is a respiratory disease
the Wellness Center is the
which is inhaled and penetrates
importance of fmishing medicathe cells of the air passages. In
tions. When people come into the
time, new influenza viruses are
Wellness Center for illness, it is
released from the infected cells
of utmost importance that they
and infect other parts of the
fmish their antibiotics. Most
respiratory tract. When the
people seem to think that they can
person exhales, the flu may be
take medication for a couple days,
spread to other people and infect
and when they start to feel better,
them. Immunity to the flu may
they stop taking the medication.
occur when a person' s body
develops antibodies to the disease. This is wrong! When medication
is given for any specified period
Different strains of the influenza
of time, there is a reason for it. If
virus infect the United States
a patient takes medication for a
every year, necessitating a new
couple days and stops, the
vaccine every year. Therefore,
bacteria builds resistance and
antibodies from a vaccine given
one year will not protect you from becomes stronger. Therefore,
when the medication is started
the flu the following year.
back up, it is ineffective while the
Influenza is a serious disease
because of the complications that
patient often becomes worse.
may occur from secondary
Restarting the medication does
symptoms. One way to prevent
not work because the bacteria
the disease is through immunizamutates and makes the medicine
tion. Therefore, it is important
worthless. Remember, in order to
for people to get flu shots. They
feel better and limit your number
are a fonn of vaccination, and the of visits to the Wellness Center,
Wellness Center is currently
make sure to take all medication
offering them to students for $7.
for the duration, and definit~ly do
Flu shots will be given on
not drink alcohol with the
October 30th from 12:30pm to
medication because of possible
adverse reactions.
1:30pm. Immunizations help
prevent outbreaks and epidemics

For Sale:
Baseball Hats
--Black and White with the Ursinus Logo in gold.

$15

Wool Ski Caps
-- Black with "Ursinus" in gold.

$10

These would make GREAT Christmas or
Hanukkah Gifts!
See Coach Thomas in Helferrich Hall.
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Looking For A Few
Good Dangerous Minds:
Education Club Re-activates
Sure-I know what you ' re
thinking (that is, if the subtitle of
this article hasn't turned your
eyes onto another article). An
Education Club ? HA! As if I
didn ' t get my fair share of that
already, this dope wants me to
come and be lectured of my own
volition?!
Well-you have not had your
fair share. Although we are the
objects of it everyday, very rarely
are we given the chance to
become the subjects of education,
the active participants who decide
the ways in which we are taught.
We all have our opinions about
what works and what doesn't, but
seldom do these thoughts ever
reach a public forum for discussion and debate.
I have re-activated the education club in hopes of arousing
student interest to attend movies,
field trips, speakers, and discussion groups concerning all aspects

of the broad term "education."
Not only students who wish to
pursue certification are invited to
attend-I encourage EVERYONE. Not only are we under
education's grasp now, but so
will our children in the quicklyapproaching years to come.
When our calendars discover us
in the year 2000, our elementary
and secondary schools may take
on different forms and duties
with which we are not now
familiar. We should all have a
little (if not thorough) amount of
knowledge regarding the current
controversies and issues the
educational field is tackling.
I remain in the process of
gleaning ideas from our small
club of 10-12 members, and am
interested in canvassing the
entire student body and seeing
what issues and problems it sees
education confronting in the
near and distant future. I plan to

arrange field trips to a military
school, a juvenile hall, a specialeducation facility, and perhaps
even to Gratersford Prison to
investigate their literacy program.
The next meeting of the
Education Club will be held on
October 30 at 6:30 p.m. in Unity
House. We will be watching the
controversial film Dangerous
Minds, and be discussing exactly
what was (and is) so controversial. Light refreshments will be
served- and it will be fun. I
yearn for more ACTIVE participation from an increasing number
of students who will show interest
in the Education Club.
If you would like to become a
member, or if you have any
questions, please email
JOCatalfano.
- Joseph Catalfano, President

Plugging-In to the Benefits of E-mail
~"eMSS

of The Grizzly
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A new compulsive
epidemic is sweeping the lives of
millions, and it has
already reached
Ursinus. E-mail
(not exactly new, but
more widely
recognized) is
accessed before and
after every meal, a
reflection of its
growing popularity.
Dr. Bernard F.
Lentz, professor of
Economics and
Business here at
U.C. said that
workers who use email on the job may
enhance their
productivity and eventually see
higher wages as a result.
Of course, Lentz is speaking of
the professional communication
that goes on between us, mature
college students. Lentz and
student researcher Christopher
Conrad have concluded from

statistical research that e-mail
usage increases the average
American worker's hourly
earning by 7.4 percent. Lentz

goes on to comment on a specific
example of e-mail's advantage in
the work environment, explaining
that he co-authored a 400 page
manuscript for a book published
last year, and the entire manuscript moved back and forth via email with his collaborator at

Auburn University. E-mail is
truly an asset to Dr. Regina
Oboler, professor in the Department of Sociology and
Antrhopology, who tries to
implement the use of email in the courses she
teaches. Oboler feels it is
better to submit informal
writing via e-mail, because
it will benefit the entire
class who can then both
read and respond to their
peer's writing.
Although it may be a
leisure activity for the
majority of its use, e-mail
can still be a primary
source of knowledge.
Typing skills are also
enhanced on e-mail,
especially if you're a onefmger-typer like myself,
who has more spelling
errors than complete
sentences. So, whether you
are connected via the U.C. Bio.
Lab or Paisley Lounge, either for
informational or leisure purposes,
e-mail is a beneficial communication source that is cheap, efficient
and possibly profitable.
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lligh Schoollligh=Lo-w- on Laughs
becoming increasingly more
High School High just doesn't
infantile, or I was intruding on
display the intelligence and rapida 7th grade field trip. I had
fire pace that have made The Naked
assumed the same audience who Guns into classic fare. This movie
saw the serious, rated-R
rarely resorts to more than pulling
Naked Gun movies," its ad
Dangerous Minds would come
gags on blacks with huge afros and
see this spoof thereof, but this
exclaims, which instantaneously
equally huge amounts of weaponry,
sampling of the general popula- showing how decrepit and horrible
sends both my mind and body to
tion proved me wrong. It turns
the movies for the first time in
the high school grounds look (as if
this turf had suddenly landed in
almost three months---on opening out that the Zucker Brother's
toilet-humor won out in the end Apocalypse Now), having floor
night nonetheless. I had seen
(it must be the generation gap,
boards whack people in the faces,
only one or two previews of the
because I know of no one over
and poking fun at stereotypical
movie, and all I knew was that
the age of 30 who
lovable dork and Saturday Night
minority verenjoys the kind of ~~~II:lII"'IiiO::---------' nacular. There
Live Alum Jon Lovitz had
humor that The
displaced Michelle Pfeiffer in a
are not many
Naked Gun
spoof of the recent Dangerous
double-entendres,
Minds. I knew this and that Jerry movies have to
nor is there much
Zucker (director of The Naked
offer-although I
going on in the
also know many
Gun flicks, Airplane, and the
background (if
under 30 who
hilarious Kentucky Fried Movie)
you allow your
was in the director's helm, which would agree with
eyes to wander
those over 30).
I thought would mean that High
from the immediHigh School
School High would be an endless
ate scene and
High, however,
barrage of corny, yet laugh-outcharacters, other
loud jokes bordering on very bad
never achieves
hilarious things
that same level of
taste.
are usually
humor as the pre-mentioned
Such are the consequences of
happening in the background of
movies display in such flair.
having high expectations ...
other Zucker productions). Even
I arrived at the movie complex, Something is terribly wrong in
the subplot of a gang war is thrown
the flick, although it has the
bought my $3.75 student ticket,
in to boost the floundering plot and
and walked into the theatre only
fill about 20 minutes of an already
perfect formula of the oblivious
to discover a jam-packed crowd of human being (Jon Lovitz ala
short 86-minute movie, which has a
20-minute ending which was
99% middle-school students, and Leslie Nielsen) stumbling into
the most serious-yet made to
1% of the "over 16 crowd." No
absolutely humor-less and should
appear inane---of situations (the have been re-written on its second
exaggeration. I was one of four
adults at the 8: 10 p.m. showing of violence and seemingly hopeless draft. Jon Lovitz does not even
situation of the urban high
appear to be the problem, although
High School High on opening
school) while somehow having
he seems to be the perfect oblivious,
night Something was wrong.
the stooge win out in the end.
high-voiced, annoying dork in any
Either my taste in movies was

movie which requires one. Like
most directors and screenwriters
who follow The Naked Gun vein,
High School High is a hit-andmiss affair, with a count of laughs
something like: I hugely hilarious speech by Lovitz, 4 fairlydecent chuckles, 5 mild "Oh, was
that corny!" jokes, 10 middleschool appropriate laughs, and
about 40 duds that just flew over
the audience and disappeared.
As I recommended with Spy
Hard, one definitely has to be in
the proper inebriated and inane
state of mind in order to find 75%
of a movie like High School High
to be funny and worth seeing,
while an inevitable amount of
not-funnies will never discover
any humor. This movie would be
worth viewing as a video with a
few friends if the mood is right (a
bad case of "I need to unwind and
watch something completely
stupid"-which is usually the
impetus for my going to see these
movies) and a keg is within a tenfoot radius---or even one of the
above recommendations might be
sufficient. Also, if you saw
Dangerous Minds (or even The
Substitute, which I reviewed a
few weeks ago and to which High
School High alludes many times)
and thought it was over-cooked,
you'll like this one. It is funny,
but the laughter is not sustained
throughout.
Rating: 5 out of 10.

The
Education
Club will
sponsor a
showing of
Dangerous
Minds
(followed by a
discussion of
issues raised in
the film)
Wednesday,
Oct. 30th
at 6:30PM
in the
Unity House

Light
Refreshments
will be served!

I Love Minnie Driver
If only you all could know the

events of my life, and the strange
twists of Fate that brought me to
the two movies that I arp
n;;iewing this week; but, of
that would be for a
Ii Gan-ellt article, I suppose, and
one that would be

r 4lI1JW'C:VCir. one of the brothers,
Shalhoub (Wings), the
chef, is militant abo~t what
. 'I~erves. and refuses to cater to
ptl customers, whom he feels are

other brother, Stanley Tucci, is
just trying to keep the restaurant
open, and is failing because a
restaurant up the street serves
American versions of Italian
dishes to please the customers.
There is hope, however. The
other restaurant owner, Ian
Holm, sets it up that Louis
Prima, a huge jazz singer, will
eat in Paradise, so the
brothers spend the last of their
money getting ready for this ...
big night. Tucci, amid all the
hectic preparations, is dealing
with his love for Minnie Driver
(Circle of Friends) and his lust
for Isabella Rossellini. At the
climax of the movie there is this
amazing twenty minute long
parade of food for the guests,
and let me tell you, I was soooo
hungry. Will this plan work?
Will they save their restraunt?
You'll have to see to fmd out.

A word of caution: eat well before
you see the movie, or you will be
tortured throughout.
Rating - 9 out of 10

the order of events really caught
me by surprise. It is two hours
and forty minutes long, so if you
go see it, massage your butt
before you settle in.
Brad Pitt was OK, even though
The other movie that I saw in the
he was only in
theatres was
the movie for
Sleepers, a
about forty-five
depressing,
••• II If you go
it,
minutes. Robert
somewhat
DeNiro was
disturbing,
massage your butt
fantastic as a
nearly threebefore you settle
devout but nonhour long
traditional
in ... "
drama about
Catholic priest in
four boys who
Hell's Kitchen,
are sent to a
the area of New York where the
juvenile detention home in the late
four boys were from. And Minnie
1960s. The reason they were sent
there, though serious, is clearly
Driver was in it. She plays the
grown-up version of the only girl
inadequate when placed against
their treatment, especially by Kevin that was allowed to play with the
four boys, the grown-up version
Bacon, in the home. The previews
who has dated three of them and
on TV are very misleading; yes, it
is a movie about revenge, and yes,
knows them all very well, the
beautiful, beautiful grown-up
all those shots are in the film, but

see

version. Excuse me.
The thing about this movie that
I observed, at least with the
people that I saw it with, is that it
leaves people with a very odd
feeling about life. The ending
shocks a lot of people, not that
it's some gory mob bloodbath or
anything, it's just a very disturbing tum-out. I liked it, but I
appreciated it much more.
Rating - 7 out of 10
That's about all for this week.
I haven't decided what to see this
week, so if anyone has any
suggestions just give me a call.
One more thing; the first week I
reviewed the movie Antonia's
Line and I called it an Italian
movie. I was mistaken. It is a
Dutch film. I apologize, and
hope the death threats will stop
now. Sleep well.
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"Kings Point" article Continued from Page 12.
good going into the half," Gilbert
continued. "We didn't feel like
we were down at half-time."
Brown carne up with another big
play early in the third quarter
when he hit David Snelling with a
76-yard scoring pass. He would
add a 70-yard touchdown pass to
David Snelling to put Kings Point
up 30-20 with 13:17 to play.
"We can throw the ball better
than most people give us credit
for," said Pravata said. "We have
two wide receivers as fast as
anyone in Division III."
Ursinus entered the game
ranked fourth in the nation in
scoring defense, having averaged
just 6.7 points per game, but the
Bears gave up more points than
they have in two seasons.

The defense, however, did not
get much help from the offense.
Though Orlando threw for a
career-high 302 yards and three
TDs, it was out of necessity.
Ursinus was held to minus-8
yards on the ground. Wide
receiver Ron Floyd led all
Ursinus rushers with II yards.
"The last couple of weeks'
teams have done a good job of
slanting and taking away our
gaps," Gilbert said. "We are
going to have to take a hard
look at our running game."
NOTES: Kings Point ran up
417 yards of total offense, to
294 for Ursinus ... Marker led all
rushers with 131 yards on 29
carries ... Gilbert still needs one
win to tie Dick Whatley with the
most wins (40) of any Ursinus
football coach.

Field Hockey Drops
One To AlDerican
Host American (12-3) scored
two first half goals and held on
for a 2-1 win over Ursinus (2-11)
in non-conference field hockey
action Friday. The 13th ranked
Eagles outshot Ursinus 12-1 in the
first half.
Bears six minutes into the second

I'

period to make the game
interesting. The Bears held an
8-3 edge in second-half shots.
The Bears also had seven
penalty comers in the game, to
six for the hosts.
Nicole Gieder saved eight
shots in goal for Ursinus.

THE GAME "LAN
by Tony Palladino and Phil Blessington

TONY'S PICKS (15-12)

PHILS'S PICKS (1'-11)

ARIZONA 28, New York Giants 21
PB: Bring back Buddy Ryan.

New York Giants 24, ARIZONA 7

Houston 27, SEATTLE 14
Houston 35, SEATTLE 10
TP: Dennis Erickson is sleepless in Seattle, and might be jobless too .
Miami 24, NEW ENGLAND 7

NEW ENGLAND 24, Miami 20
PB: Parcells' days are numbered.

Philadelphia 24, DALLAS 16
Philadelphia 17, DALLAS 14
TP: Jones is counting the days until Mora becomes his coach.
Tampa Bay 28, CHICAGO 14
PB: Tampa Bay shows up for a moral victory.

CHICAGO 24, Tampa Bay 3

OAKLAND 35, Denver 28
TP: The silver and black attack is back.

Denver 17, OAKLAND 6

NEW ORLEANS 24, San Francisco 21
TP: Simply put, the upset of the season.

San Francisco 35, NEW ORLEANS 10

CAROLINA 34, Atlanta 14
Cinncinnati 21, BALTIMORE 14
GREEN BAY 31, Detroit 21
Kansas City 21 , MINNESOTA 20
PITTSBURGH 24, St. Louis 3
San Diego 24, INDIANAPOLIS 17
Washington 28, BUFFALO 21

CAROLINA 20, Atlanta 0
BALTIMORE 13, Cinncinnati 3
GREEN BAY 31, Detroit 17
Kansas City 24, MINNESOTA 17
PITTSBURGH 34, St. Louis 13
INDIANAPOLIS 24, San Diego 16
BUFFALO 27, Washington 20

*ALL HOME TEAMS ARE IN CAPITAL LETTERS.

WOOlen's Soccer Nets
Volleyball
Men's Soccer Defeats First Conference Win
Loses Two
Dickinson 2-0
Goals by Finnegan and
Traud Boost Ursinus to 3-2
in Conference Action

The Ursinus men's soccer team
(3-2, 6-8-1) defeated Dickinson
College by a score of2-0 SaturIi
on the strength of a penalty
t ktfk by Matt Finnegan and a
way goal from Mike Traud.
Wednesday host Haverford
two second-half goals and
dt'eated Ursinus, 2-0, in a
f.(! !Btennial Conference match.
Tuesday, October 15, Traud
~•• ~ off an assist from Lee
t~ lffith 5:50 into the first over-

lit'

E
;n

time period to give Ursinus a 21 non-conference win over
Lebanon Valley.
Ursinus took a 1-0 lead with
40:32 to play in regulation when
Ryan Costello scored an
unassisted goal on a break away.
Lebanon Valley tied the score
9:31 later.
Ursinus outshot the guests 2410. Paul Norris saved nine shots
in goal for the Bears.

The Ursinus College women's
soccer team won its first Centennial
Conference match on Friday by
defeating host Bryn Mawr, 4-2.
After Bryn Mawr took a 1-0 firsthalf lead, Ursinus scored four
unanswered goals, including three
in a five-minute span. Megan
Larkin scored two of the Bears
goals, both off assists from Dede
Boies. Heather Levin scored the
game-winner, off an assist from
Larkin, with 34 minutes to play
before the intermission.
Terry Savidge put Ursinus up 4-1
when her unassisted goal found the
net with 12: 15 to play.
Ursinus outshot Bryn Mawr, 1912. Kathleen Farrell saved seven
shots for the Bears.
Last Wednesday four different
Haverford players scored goals as
the Fords downed host Ursinus in a
Centennial Conference match.
Haverford took a 3-0 lead into the

intermission and coasted to the
win, outshooting Ursinus 22-8.
Farrell, playing in her final home
game, had 18 saves for the Bears.
On Tuesday, October 15, the
Bears took a 2-0 lead, but Eastern
answered with five straight goals
to defeat the Bears, 5-2, in a nonconference match.
Ursinus took an early lead when
Levin scored off an assist from
Boies just 49 seconds into the
game. Savidge put the Bears up,
2-0, when she scored 6: 15 into the
contest. Larkin was credited with
the assist.
The game was tied 2-2 at the
intermission, but Eastern erupted
for three second-half goals to
hand Ursinus its 12th loss in 13
games. Eastern held a 22-20 edge
in shots on goa\.
Farrell saved 17 shots for the
Bears.

Host Muhlenberg blanked
Ursinus, 3-0 (15-5,15-7,15-6), in
a Centennial Conference volleyball match last Wednesday. Jenni
Nelson led Ursinus with 15 assists
and 10 digs. She also had a
service ace.
Tracy DiSanto added four kills
and eight digs for Ursinus, while
Lauren Wagman had four kills
and seven digs.
On Tuesday, October 15, host
Bryn Mawr defeated Ursinus, 3-0
(15-1, 15-2, 15-3) in a Centennial
Conference match. Ursinus, which
was plagued by injuries, was dealt
another blow when senior captain
Nelson suffered an ankle injury in
game one. Kathy Sherman filled
in and had seven assists.
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KINGS POINT TRIPS UP URSINUS
"Big Plays" Costly as Bears Suffer First Loss of the Season
The Kings Point Mariners took
to the air Saturday and knocked
Ursinus from the unbeaten ranks,
37-27.
Big plays spelled the difference,
but for the first time in two years,
it was not the Ursinus defense that
made them .
Bobby Brown threw for 255
yards and three touchdowns to
lead the aerial assault against the
Bears, who entered the game
ranked ninth in the nation in
passing defense.
"I would have thought that 27

• ;i"I eI il1Ti rna.\. '. \oj II ~ .. ,

Special to The Grizzly

i.

You know, the last couple of
years when I've written my
column, there have been many
times where Ijust didn't have it.
You know how it is. Sometimes
you just don't come to the table
with your good bag. You know,
like when Chalbert can't fit that
5th cardigan over the the
turteleneck, long sleeve T-shirt,
and 2 regular Ts. Or when Keith
D'Oria tries and tries and tries and
can still only nip the rim. Or
when Wilson still can't smash that
beer can on his forehead after 10
tries. Or when Mike McCuen
lifts. The product just isn't there.
For whatever reason, it happens.
And it happens to the best of us.
Well, this week, The Ph illy Fan
didn't have it. So he paid a call to
see if you could get his bag filled
withlquality material. I said yes.
If you haven't figured it out, I
am no Philly Fan.
You know who the hell I am.
That rhymed.
{slight pause}
Boy, would I love to see Jeff
Lehrman's face right now.
Baseball is the world's greatest
sport. It really is. No sport
combines so much intellect, pure
athletic ability, and so many
games within a game. It makes
one wonder why AJ Gray is so
good. Well, I'll begin with some
thoughts on the playoffs that are
now well past. They were
phenomenal. Every series had
close games. They had exciting
pitching and great defense. HRs
were aplenty. But one thing out
of all the great series we saw

points would be enough to win
this game," said Ursinus head
coach Steve Gilbert. "I really
don't know what happened
defensively. I'll have to look at
the films and get with the defensive coaches. We have always
been the team to make the big
plays, but Kings Point made the
big plays today."
"I think our biggest problem was
miscommunication," said senior
linebacker Gary Rhodenbaugh.
"But, I can't take anything away
from Kings Point. They made the

key plays."
Ursinus started out capitalizing
on Kings Point turnovers. The
Bears turned two fumble recoveries into Chris Orlando touchdown
passes of20 yards to Ben Mills,
and 24 yards to Ron Floyd.
But, in the closing minutes of the
first half, the tide changed.
Brown hit Jeremy Lowe with a
45-yard pass to the Ursinus 9-yard
line. The play came on a fake
reverse and Lowe did not have an
Ursinus defender within 30 yards
of him. But he fell after making

the catch.
"I was real disappointed when he
didn't score on that play," said
Kings Point head coach Charlie
Pravata. "We needed something
big to happen at that point."
Moments later it did.
Faced with a fourth and goal at
the Ursinus 2-yard line, and the
clock running down, the Mariners' Corey Marker scored on a
run. The extra point failed.
But, on the ensuing kickoff, Eric
Lieberman was struggling to
make extra yardage when a

helmet popped the ball into the
hands of John Paul D'Orarzio.
The Mariners' freshman ran 30
yards untouched into the end zone
with no time left on the clock.
This time the kick was good, and
Kings Point led 16-13 at the half.
"I can't fault Eric Lieberman,"
Gilbert said. "He is one of our
best players, and has made a
number of big plays for us. He
was just trying to be aggressive
and make another big play."
"Despite that, we actually felt

CONTINUED ON PAGE 11
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sticks out, and I'll tell you what.
It makes me sick to even think
about. It makes me puke to even
think about Jeff Maier.
Jeff Maier was that punk kid that
blatantly interfered with a Derrick
Jeter fly ball that after Maier got
his grubby paws ·a HR., and wound
up costing the Orioles a chance at
the World Series. Now I am no
Orioles fan, nor a Spankee fan,
but I'm a baseball fan, and I can
not have some punk kid reach
onto the field to influence play.
Sure, the umpire blew the call.
But this punk should have never
have stuck his mangy crayola
colored fmgers over the wall.
What he did was far worse than
those drunks that race onto the
field that the announcers oh so
condemn. Then this little puke
mongrel gets on Letterman.
All right, I've called this little 12
year old a punk a few times now.
How do I know, you ask? Well,
Mr. Maier of the Saddle River
Regional School District in North
Jersey took the 6th grade Punk
Certification Test and passed it
with flying colors. He's a board
certified punk. Believe me, it's
true. We had gym and music and
art in 6th grade. This little jerk
had a class in punkdom. North
Jersey. Unbelievable.
So, what do we do with him? I
say you pull down his Yankee cap
in front of his eyes and drop 2
right crosses right where the NY
lies. But I don't want to stop
there. Then I need a swift kick to
the gut so he keels over, and then
I need a Casey O'Donnell
powerbomb. The powerbomb is
very effective, and the soccer
team should utilize it in their next
fight. Then to finish young Maier

off I would have Roberto Alomar
spit on him. I think that would
make it even. Eh, probably not,
so then I would have Joe Bond
climb to the top turnbuckle and
come off with the Macho Man
Randy Savage flying elbow
followed by Federman droping
the Hulk Hogan leg drop. Then
Alomar could spit on him again.
And again. Yeah, that would do
it, I think.
The World Series is in transit
currently so I'd rather not
comment on any outcomes, but
needless to say, it is a joy to
watch. As is a young gentleman
by the name of Andruw Jones, the
19 year old Brave outfielder.
He's 19 years old and starting in
the World Series, and he hits
bombs. I'm 20 and phantom
writing a Grizzly article. You'd
think he's got one up on me. Not
a chance. He freakin spells his
first name wrong. Andruw?
That's awful. That, people, can
be summed up in three words.
Hor-ren-dous. You knew it was
coming at some point.
Next up is the NFL and I would
like to start with a gentleman who
may be the best quarterback in the
NFL this year, if in the famed
words of The Scarecrow in the
Wizard of Oz, "If I only had a
brain." Jeff George, formerly of
the Atlanta Falcons, is awesome.
He has sick skills, and no one can
deny that. He reminds me of Ron
Sermarini of Western Maryland,
who should be of Ursinus, but
that's another story. The problem
with JG is that he's a baby. He
needs his diaper changed every
12-18 hours, and his formula
should be stirred, not chilled.
Usually, I have no problem with

the Derrick Colemans, the Sean
Leahys, and Albert Belles of the
world because they win. But I
have to draw the line with Jeff
George. In his defense though, it
does take 2 to argue, and of
course the heated debate about
isocitrate dehydrognease's
involvent in Beta Oxidation with
Falcon coach June Jones is the big
deal here.
June Jones is no service fraternity member either, and let me tell
you why. First of all June is a
girl's name, and guys should have
guy's names. Plus, June is a
month. Call me closed minded,
but that's not my name either.
Ok, fme, if you're going to be
named after a month, you've got
be named August. Then you can
be called Augie and have a cool
nickname like Augie Doggie.
Then you're pops would be
Doggie Daddy, and you two
would have you're own little
detective cartoon show where
little basset hounds track down the
evil criminals of Hanna Barberra
World. And you could be friends
with Yogi and BooBoo looking
for treasures on that flying boat on
Sunday mornings. You've gotta
remember that cartoon. It was a
classic.
Shaq is dead. He no longer
exists in real life. Shaq exists in
T-shirts, Orlando Magic highlight
films, and in the 7 foot cardboard
cutout in the comer of my room.
Shaq was the most devastating
force in basketball. He was on a
dynasty to be. He was a winner.
He was the man.
Shaquille O'Neal is on the
Lakers. Shaquille O'Neal is a
punk. I respect any man that goes
for the money and the glory

outside of basketball. That's what
it's really all about. But you've
got to admit it. Shaquille O'Neal
said he thinks the Lakers have a
better chance to win a title than
the Magic with Shaq. That's as
ridiculous as Donny Asperville, I
mean Biglerville, being a metropolis. Shaquille O'Neal is fuU
of crap, and he has made the
biggest mistake of his life. It's a
shame because Shaq was the man.
Whose going to beat the Bulls
anyway? The Knicks, that's who.
Mark it down. Too much depth.
The Knicks are loaded with talen~
rivaling the depth of the Sonics.
If even only one of the rookies,
maybe Bill Baldini, steps up, the
Knicks will be there at the end
with the Bulls.
In the West, I'll pick Houston
over the Sonics. The Rockets will
have two of the top rookie of the
year candidates, Othella
Harrington and Randy Livingston.
Plus, Maples RA Coach Brian
Katits has been put on retainer for
unspecified service for the
Houston franchise. He has been
given an office in The Summit in
Houston and has been spotted
driving a midnight black Lexus in
recent weeks. The plot thickens.
Well, I'm not going to do a trivia
question because that might give
away this little scam. Chuckle,
chuckle, chuckle. Well, I think 1
came with a full bag, but that's ftJr
you to decide. Glad I could do
The Philly Fan a favor. He's 0111
of my best friends. Plus I miss
this stuff. Well, that's it, and
since he didn't have to write an
article this week, the pleasure
all Joel's. (Charlie was the
Grizzly's Sports Editor last ye
-ed)

-

Special Halloween Editionl
Candy Flavoured paper...
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LeHer from the Editor:

To whom it may concern. Hah! I
bet you though~ we were a one night
stano. Well lhis ~pes to show how
much y'ou know. We will remain here3
promising to p.ush your buttons anu
iuffle y'our. feaThers. Also, we would
like to lhank "The Grizzly" and administration for over-reacting when we distributed our first issue. However, we
will not taint our flyers with your
newspaper again Aria as far as our
anon~!Y~s we didn't publish this
paper in li t ot co~ecting a face with
a story.
at difference does that
make an~ay? You don't get to see the
faces of the pt(Ople who cook the food
in the cafeteria, and you still shovel
that shit down your tliroats. Just cud
for thought
Have a day!
The Grakel

Sub-reality by the Angel

Sitting in a ~~~yard, I contemplated the nature of life, the Wliverse,
and everythipg just like any good philosopher or Monty Python fan. I realized that there is no subconscious. I
mean, (besides the occasional daydream about "live organ transplants") I
cannot -find evidence to convince me
that I am not aware of thoughts in my
mind of which, I am not aware.
Minds are made of conscious thougqt.
(Are yoq using your ~ver right now?)
UnconsCIOUS thougqt IS a fiillacy my
shrink made up so that I don't have to
be resppnsible for my own actions. I
admit, it is convenient to use "deepseeded", repressed issues from my
childhoOd as a scapegoat for my insecurities. (May I fiave your liver?) I
am well aware that I am messed up in
the head; I do not need an "Id" to account for it. My shrink, on the other
hand, has sometiiing going for her. She
convmces her mllijIDe patIents that they
want to rape their mothers and stab
their fathers, then she subjects her patients to twelve months of "treatment"
at $70 an hour. (You are an organ donor, aren't you?) It is a shame that
pepple devote their careers to a pseudoscience whose fundamental pnncip'les
rely on a fraudulent view of tlie mintl.

This Pony Never Made it
Out of tne Barn
by the Playmates

The UniCed States Postal Service
delivers mail in all weather. Usually.
The United States Postal Service delivers mail once a day, at a semiregular time. Usually. The United
States Postal service delivers mail six
days a week. Usually.
The Ursinus Mail Service delivers
mail. Sometimes. The Ursinus Mail
Service delivers mail at all times of
day. (If you check your mail every
hour you miiilit find your box full at
11:00am, 4:rSQm, 8:300m ... ) The
Ursinus Mail Service delivers mail
five times a week. If that
One can mail letters from a
United States Mail Box and if the destination is not too far from here, ex{?ect the letter to arrive at its
aestination the next day. Yet a letter
mailed from a destination twenty minutes from Ursinus College may not arrive here for a week. Tfie pony
express is faster ... exceQt when It
comes to letters from the Business Office, the Financial Aid Office ... We receive Ursinus bills in a timely fashion.,t
but telephone bills? credit card bills-!
Students now have the distinct honor
oLpaYing late fees on many of their
bilfs ... So, the Ursinus Mail Service
has your concert tickets, your cheques
from home., 'your care p,!ckages, your
telep'hone bills (yes, this means no
service from that Q.aradigm of efficient
communications, "STC); and your UNPAID credit card billS. Let's hope
they're havin~ a fucking good tinie.
Please don't forget to send my grandmother a thank you card.

Staff
The staff shall remain anon}'!llous.
Bpt ~ggestions, retaliations, and contIibunons are wannly welcomed. You
can respond to us by. dropping off yoVr
letters m the suggesnon bbx located ill
the Java Trench or E-Mail us at
GNOMETALK@AOL.COM
- Thank You!
(photo by Poptart)

Sucky Charms by Romperfuck

CoUldn't they have just left well
enough alone?
The "they" in _CJuestion is General
Mills (although KelIogg's has followed
suit Wlth FfUlt Loopsl,_ and what they
can't stop tam~ring WIth are my Lucky
Charms the best breakfast oy far.
Back when there were only hearts &
stars moons & diamonds, the American
youth were happy campers. Then GM
mtroduced clovers, ana we were grateful. Why shouldn't green be represented
in the rambow?
Then the horseshoes, and millions
of us thoulilit, "How the hell are we supposed to Chant all the charms in oraer
now?" But fine, you want p,urple in the
rainbow, you_~ot it And Then the red
balloons {weIr, always wondered why
the oink hearts anYl¥ay). And the twotoneyenow pots of gold Excuse me?
And the pinK, yellow & blue rainbows.
Stop the press. We don't need a fucking
rainoow when all the charms tQgether
make the g9ddamned rainbow. Ob, but
that's not all.
What about the whales? Remember
that limited time bonus charm? And
what about OJYII!pic Charms, when they
tossed out alI tfie regulars and macfe
~n torches and orange medals? Or
what about when they JUst covered the
actual cereal with marshmallow ~prin
kles? (I liked that.) GM is Qrobabfy already working on little diann
representations of Bill and HillaI"Y. for
Erection Day. And in all the hub=-bub,
we as a nation have lost track of something valuable. Next time you'~ pouring, look closely at the bOx. Notice
anYthing missing~_ How about the blue
diamonds? A wllile back, they shuffled
all the colors around to make way for
new charms, and the moons became
blue. By'e bye, diamonds.
But hey' we might as well take advantage, rignt? I s~y we try a new marketing strat~ for Halloween --Unlucky
Channs. FOr starters, we could have
P.ink hearts (broken in two), y'ellow ladaers (for Walkin~ under), blue 13's,
green umbrellas own nati1ral1'-y) , gray
fombstones, & back cats. Ur better
yet GM could fill most of the boxes
wiih cereal and no marshmallows (talk
about unlucky).
Every fiftieth box
could have one mgantlc box -sha~d
gray marshmallow in it They coUld
carve some depictions from World War
n into each side of the marshmallow to
scare the children. Tasteless, _yes. But
the marshmallows never really tasted
like much of anythipg to be~ with.
Even now, I can hear little Jimmy
screamin~ _at the top of his little brat
lungs: ''Mommy! Mommy! I got the
bomb!"

"Not Veblen's" by Pookie
'An Open-minded Article'
There exists a term called "being
open-minded". According to our
society at least this year, It is good to
be open-minded", thus suggestmg that
it is bad not to be. Persoruilly, I like to
"open-minded"
consider
myself
(althoug!1 I am often called the exact
opposite) but I will not hide from the
mct of what " being open;,~ded" is. It
is a load of crap .. Bemg ppenminded" is a self-defeatmg effort If one
is to truly be "open-nunded". From
what I can gather, the "open- ~ded"
among us are those who are WIlling to
consider all ~~~ns and opinions (or at
least more
the closed minded)
before choosing or passing judgI)lent.
Often their clio ices will be of the
non-traditional options but among
those . that ~e Nowing in popularity,
e~pecially m tlie media and ~p TV
Slt-coms.
However,
openmindedness" relies on personal moral
values and on not4ing elSe. An e~ple
would be me sa~g (upon lOSQu:au_on
from the Oct. 28 issue of the Grizzly)
that
I
have
nothing
against
homosexuality. Our society in general,
as well as one writer for the Grizzly,
would say that therefore I am
"open-minded". Fuck all of that.
Personally, I see no reason w~y
believing there is nothing wrong WIth
homosexuality should be a concept that
only exists among those who are
considered "open-minded". But what
about those who believe that all
homosexuals should be burned and will
go to hell? I gt!ess I'm just ~ot "ope.n
minded~' enougJt to see things tlielf
way. I'm surprised some oveny"P.C.
person hasn't condemned ~ th~, open
minded" people as bemg closed
minded~' because
they aon't see
homosexuality being wrong. If.one
were to truly examme all the opoons
available for every choice Cl.!ld
situatio~
they would contradict
themselves an iirlinite number of times
~but maybe contradicting oneself is
op~n-mmdedness"). No matter how
well meaning the army of the "openminded" ma~ be and no matter how
much I mi t agree ' with theIlh they
often remin me of Nazis. The 'openminded" often condemn those who are
different simply because. of those
differences. It may be done m the name
of what is "Oed" or "righr or
"open-minded~'~ ~ut it is done sunply
based on the concept that their moral
values are better than others. A lot of
times that fact scares me. I am
dreading
the
day
when
"open-mindedness" may take a tum
that I don't support and make~ ~e a
closed minde9, backwards, prejudiced
idiot simply for standing up for what I
believe in.

One World Under
Humanity
by The Pod

News of the Weird
by The Grakel
o In April, a devoutly. Christian
abstinence counselor and high school
senior Danyale Anderso~ 18, of
Redmon~ Ore., gave birth to the baby
of a former, shor.t-term bovfriend. S~e
said she felt guilty abouf it but still
believes in abstmence.
o In Tampa, Fla., in April, Antonio
Valiente Valdez Jf., on his way to court
to answer a traffic citation for driving
without his
prescription glasses,
accidentally hit a car that had already
crashed on the side of the road.
According to police, he wasn1 wearing
his glasses the~ either.
o In Jul.:y, accor~g to a fire
department official in Pu~ Wash.,
the cause of a fire in a parked truck was
the ~cation of the s~ throug4 a
plastic prism ha.ngi.J!g from the truck's
ceilin~, onto a stacK of. papers. 11Ie
truck s owner said the pnsm was a gift
from his insurance comQany.
And
residents of Santa Rosa, Texas, were
temporarily in j~pardy in Jpne when a
fire broke out m the town s only fire
truc~ disabling it.
.
o Fishing OI;} Juniqr Lake m July,
Phil Cram, police c4ief of Medway,
Maine lost part of his hand when an
explosive tube he was using illegally to
stun fish blew up prematurely.

Apparently we are not done
talking about god or God or even
GOD . I would have hoped to lay this
subject to rest, but I suppose that
there really is no other s~bject that
deserves just as much attentIOn.
Lately a lot of debate seems to be
centered Mound the role God should
or shouldn1 play in our country., Xes,
the creators of the constitutIOn
intended for this nation to be under
one God. It's written on our money
which seems a bit ironic. Any\\:ay,
the constitution was written more thari
two hundred years ago. The world
and this nation have oeen exposed to
new and legitimate ideo~ogtes and
ghilosophical- rationale smce then.
Our country has done well to
recognize this fact.
Also notice that the creators of
the constitution intended for our laws
to be changed and manipulated as the
peqple of the present see fit. If. they
had not women and Afro-Amen cans
would not have the power to vote
today'. We are not Obligated to the
beliefs or the laws set bY_the framers
of the constitution.
We have a
responsibility to ourselves and to do
what we believe is the healthiest for
ourselves.
Besides this what has God done Advice "Dear Naomi"
for the world? 'If things are actually Dear Naomi,
I've finally found the man of my
as bad as some people claim, then
God has not been d9ing his job. ~ was dreams. He's so nice, and thou~tful. 1
under the impreSSIOn .that he IS an m~ he's just dying to make me hap.pr.
omnibenevolent, omnlpresentl and WelL that s the ~roblem really, lie s
omnipotent being. I thou!¥.lt ne was dead. Actually, .he s ~dea~i. l!e prefe~s
His
supposed to care and he obviqusly has the term "livmg nnpalfed.
doesn't
really
affect
0lP"
condition
~e ab.ility to .care so where IS lie; I
gtve him nothing because he h?s gtven relationship a~ all\ ~ ju~ try to 19nqre his
me nothing. I am resp'onslble for late nights WIth IDS friends ou~ m the
myself and my own actions. That cemetery. The real Q!..oblem 15 from
means that I will be held accoun4tble close-rmnded p~ple. fhey looJc at us
and whisper things .behind our
for ~y acti9ns by my.s~lf and society. funny
I will forgtve my'self if need b~. I back; like "lOOK at that gul and tPe
have no responsibility to .a. !llgher zombie, why. doesn't he go out. WIth
being. _ I have a responsibility to some dead chick?" Some of my friends
myself and my fellow humans. If I are even starting to make comments
had put my faith in God I would haye about him. I don1 know what to do.
never made it this far. 1 put my fruth What do you sugg~st?
-Smcerely.l
and belief in myself.
"Dead" Head Dana
Of course, this is only my <;>wn
DearDea4
.
p'ersonal view but I no longer believe
That's a really touching story
that the politics of this ~untry can be
Its wondeif\U 1h;at you ~an
dictated as they have m the past by (snim.
outdated concepts like "Goq". I am overlook his lack of VItal Slgps. It Just
to show that love knows no
not sa~g that the foundaoon upon goes
oounds.
Anyway, about those
which this country is built shou~d ~e
- Idon1 !et th.em bother
thrown out the d~r, but It ~s inconsiderate foolS b
important to recogt!lZe that this you. They're pro. ablY_Just J~ous 0 f
country was also based on the your deceased darling. Don1 gIve up on
.
We have an your true love!
freedom to change.
Naotnl
obligation just as much to the past as
to die future.
(Ifyou have any proble'f,lSYou 'd like"to
discuss, send letters to The Gnome
C/O Naomi.)

